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Electronic Circuits - Fundamentals & Applications, Third EditionNewnes, 2006

	Electronic Circuits is a unique combination of a comprehensive reference text and a practical electronics handbook in one volume.

	

	Mike Tooley provides all the essential information required to get to grips with the fundamentals of electronics, detailing the underpinning knowledge...
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Digital Logic Testing and SimulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
           "...well-written and covers broad subjects related to the test of digital circuits. It will be useful for students and engineers involved in design and testing."
 (IEEE Circuits & Devices Magazine, July/August 2005)
 “This is an excellent introduction to testing digital...
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Java EE 8 High Performance: Master techniques such as memory optimization, caching, concurrency, and multithreading to achieve maximum performance from your enterprise applications.Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get more control of your applications performances in development and production and know how to meet your Service Level Agreement on critical microservices.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to write a JavaEE application with performance constraints (Service Level Agreement?SLA) leveraging the...
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Principles of Modern Digital DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A major objective of this book is to fill the gap between traditional logic design principles and logic design/optimization techniques used in practice. Over the last two decades several techniques for computer-aided design and optimization of logic circuits have been developed. However, underlying theories of these techniques are inadequately...
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Wireless and Mobile All-IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Here's your all-IP network handbook for 3G and beyond
    Experts forecast a future in which all telephone services will be delivered over the economical, efficient IP network. In this follow-up to Wireless and Mobile Network Architecture, the bestselling guide to wireless network engineering, Yi-Bing Lin and Ai-Chun Pang delve...
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Distributed System DesignCRC Press, 1998
Future requirements for computing speed, system reliability, and cost-effectiveness entail the development of alternative computers to replace the traditional von Neumann organization. As computing networks come into being, one of the latest dreams is now possible - distributed computing. Distributed computing brings transparent access to as much...
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Data Dissemination and Query in Mobile Social Networks (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	With the increasing popularization of personal hand-held mobile devices, more people use them to establish network connectivity and to query and share data among themselves in the absence of network infrastructure, creating mobile social networks (MSNet). Since users are only intermittently connected to MSNets, user mobility should be...
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Ambient Intelligence: Impact on Embedded System DesignSpringer, 2003
The emerging Ambient Intelligence vision has the potential to fundamentally change our world. This volume is a preview into the next era of computing. It investigates the impact of Ambient Intelligence on embedded system design. Combining visionary contributions with papers on recent developments, it brings to light the challenges in system design...
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Code Design for Dependable Systems: Theory and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Theoretical and practical tools to master matrix code design strategy and technique
    

    Error correcting and detecting codes are essential to improving system reliability and have popularly been applied to computer systems and communication systems. Coding theory has been studied mainly using the code generator...
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Application Servers for E-BusinessAuerbach Publications, 2001
Application Servers for E-Business presents a comprehensive overview of the technologies related to application servers in their facilitation of E-business. These technologies includes CORBA, Java, Enterprise Java Beans, Java 2, web servers, and legacy systems. It explores the role these servers play in the modern enterprise IT infrastructure...
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Intelligent Agents for Telecommunication Environments (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
Mobile agents are program instances (or processes) capable of moving within the network under their own control. They consist of three parts: code, data state, and execution state. Migration of mobile agents takes place between hosts. These hosts execute the agents and provide functionality to them. This functionality includes communication with...
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Microsoft Windows 7 In DepthQue, 2009
Thank you for purchasing or considering the purchase of Windows 7 In Depth. It’s amazing the changes that 20-odd years can bring to a computer product such as Windows. When we wrote our first Windows book back in the mid-1980s, our publisher didn’t even think the book would sell well enough to print more than 5,000 copies. Microsoft...
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